NOTES:

1. PIPE SIZE, SLOPES AND ALL ELEVATIONS: PER PLANS.

2. OUTLET CAPACITY: NOT LESS THAN COMBINED INLETS.

3. EXCEPT AS SHOWN OR NOTED, UNIT SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE REQUIREMENTS FOR WSDOT CATCH BASIN TYPE 2, 72" MIN. DIA.

4. COVERS: ROUND, SOLID MARKED "DRAIN," WITH BOLT DOWN COVER, SEE STD. DETAIL D1.7.

5. ORIFICES: SIZED AND LOCATED AS REQUIRED, WITH LOWEST ORIFICE MIN. 2" FROM BASE.

6. BAFFLE WALL SHALL HAVE #4 BAR AT 12" SPACING EACH WAY. PRECAST BAFFLE WALL SHALL BE KEYED AND GROUTED IN PLACE.

7. BOTTOM ORIFICE PLATE TO BE 1/4" MIN. STAINLESS STEEL OR POLYETHYLENE EQUIVALENT AND ATTACHED WITH 1/2" STAINLESS STEEL BOLTS. OMIT ORIFICE PLATE IF ONLY FOR OIL SEPARATION.

8. UPPER FLOW ORIFICE SHALL BE ALUMINUM, ALUMINIZED STEEL OR STAINLESS STEEL. SEE STD. DETAIL D8.1.